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What is the Question?


 

July 15, 2009,Representatives of Macao 
casino industry asked Chief Executive 
Candidate (now Chief Executive) to consider 
lowering casino tax to maintain 
competiveness of Macao Casino industry.
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What is the questions?


 

Reuters News (8 Feb 2010) :Casino 
operators in Singapore will pay an effective 
tax of around 12 percent on net revenue from 
gamblers, giving them an incentive to draw 
Asian high rollers away from Macau where 
the tax is just under 40 percent.
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What is the Question?


 

As the largest casino city around the world, 
Macao heavily relies on casino industry. 


 

Casino tax is USD5.4 billion in 2008, 
accounting for 70% of total Macao 
government revenue. 


 

Casino tax policy is a very important issue to 
Macao. 
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Literature Review


 

Casino gambling may be regarded as sin 
good/service and has negative externality. 


 

Sin goods: Some consumers may consume 
too much due to self-control problems. 


 

Negative externality: An activity of one entity 
that affects the welfare of another entity in a 
way that is outside the market mechanism. 
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Literature Review: Sin tax

O’Donoghue and Rabin (2006)


 
To maximize social-welfare function, optimal 
sin taxes can still be large even if the 
prevalence of self-control problems in the 
population is relatively small. 


 

Optimal sin taxes are estimated to be 5% to 
73% depending on health cost, degree of 
self-control problem, and elasticity of demand.


 

The sin tax is a plus over all the other 
ordinary tax.  
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Literature Review: Pigouvian tax


 

Pigouvian Tax(1920): 


 
To achieve Pareto Efficiency


 

The optimal tax levied on each unit of an 
externality-generator’s output equals to the 
marginal damage at the efficient level of 
output. 
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Literature Review: Max Gov. Rev.

Benar and Jenkins(2008)


 
Casino tax in North Cyprus


 

Assume that free entry of casinos is allowed.


 
The regulated price is 10% of turnover. 


 

Revenue Maximizing turnover tax is 
estimated at 6.4%.


 

The investment cost of a typical casino was 
less than USD1million.
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Literature Review: Max Gov. Rev.

Ozurumba and Kim(2009)


 
The Laffer curve, 


 

Estimated 8 states’ casino tax rate


 
Government revenue maximized tax rates are 
among 7.5% to 32%, e.g. South Dakota 7.5%, 
Indiana 32%. 


 

Nevada and New Jersey are not included. 


 
Demand has been changing.  
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Literature Review: a Summary


 

Extra tax should be levied on casino business. 


 
Heavy tax helps to prevent the negative effect 
of sin goods/cost of negative externality. 


 

The effort to estimate the optimal sin tax is 
inclusive. 
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A Brief History of Casino in Macao


 

Gambling legalized in 1847


 
Monopoly concession was granted to Hou 
Heng in 1930, to Tai Heng in 1938, and to 
STDM in 1962


 

Monopoly concession ended in 2002.


 
Presently, 6 sub/concessionaires are granted.


 
Galaxy  SJM, Wynn, 


 

Venetian, MGM, Melco/PBL
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History of Casino Tax in Macao


 

Before 1982, the casino tax had been in the form 
of annual concession (license) fees and extra fixed 
contribution to government funds (such as tourism 
fund) (Legislative Law No.1496, 1961)


 

That is marginal tax rate is zero.
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History of Casino Tax in Macao


 

25% of GGR in 1983


 
Increased 1% annually to 30% in 1991


 

Further increased to 31.8% in 1996.


 
A extra pre-determined fixed premium and other 
liabilities was introduced in 1996(?) : 


 
Contribute 1.6% of GGR to Macao Foundation, 


 

Maintain the navigation condition of Macao water 
area, tourism promotion, etc. 


 

STDM had been paying 33.4% of GGR plus other 
liabilities before 2002. 
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Current Casino Taxes in Macao


 

Special gaming tax                     35% 


 
to Macao Foundation              + 1.6%(up to 2% )


 

for city development, tourism 


 
promotion, and social security      + 2.4%(up to 3 %).


 

+ Annual License Fees (Premiums) : 


 
Fixed: MOP 30 million per concessionaire



 
Variable: 


 

MOP 300,000 per VIP table


 

MOP 150,000 per non-VIP table


 

MOP1,000 per slot machine


 
Casino actual tax rate in Macao is more than(close 
to) 39% of GGR
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Taxes for other gaming in Macao


 

Horseracing 


 
annual monopoly concession fee MOP 15 
million (2005 to 2015)


 

No extra tax for MOP 2.5billion turnover


 
0.5 to 2.5% of turnover for turnover > MOP2.5 
billion. 


 

Dog racing


 
annual monopoly concession fee MOP 1 

million (2006  to 2015)


 
+25% gross gaming revenue 
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Taxes over other forms of gambling


 

Sports betting (football, basketball)


 
Progressive tax rate from 20 to 25% of gross 
revenue.  


 

Minimal promised license fee: MOP 6 million.


 
Annually Contribution MOP 1 million to Health 
Fund(1999). 


 

Chinese Lottery


 
Annual license fee MOP0.5million + 


 

23% +(5%+1%)*23%=24.38% lottery sales 
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Casino Tax in Macao: Summary 


 

Tax burden of casino gambling had been 
increasing before 2002. 


 

Casino tax is higher than all other gaming 
business in Macao. 

Casino actual tax rate in Macao is more than 
39% of GGR, no corporate income tax. 

This is consistent with the hypothesis that 
government has been trying to maximize 
government revenue from casino. 
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Las Vegas


 

Graduated tax rate with a maximum tax of 
6.75% on GGR gaming revenue; 


 

Additional fees and levies may be imposed by 
counties, municipalities and the state, adding 
approximately 1% to the tax burden


 

(AGA, 2009). 
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Las Vegas


 

No state corporate income tax in Nevada. 


 
Federal corporate income tax is progressive 
between 15% to 39% based on taxable 
income.  


 

Assume 35% for big companies.
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Singapore


 

Casinos are operated by the two Integrated 
Resorts (IRs), Marina Bay Sands and Resorts 
World Sentosa


 

(Adjusted) GGR generated from premium 
players will be taxed at 5% while GGR from 
all other players will be taxed at 15%.


 

(A premium player is a person who maintains a 
deposit account with minimum amount of $100,000 
before he starts playing any game in the casino. )
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Singapore


 

Two other types of taxes are levied on casino 
gambling.


 

GGR should be deducted 7% GST (Cap. 
117A) before casino tax.


 

Corporate Income Tax: 17%.
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Casino Taxes in Macao, Singapore & Las Vegas

Profit=(GGR-GST-CTax-Xi)(1-ITax)
Where, 


 
GGR, Gross Gaming Revenue


 

GST, Goods and Service Tax


 
CTax, Casino Tax


 

ITax,  Corporate Income Tax


 
Xi, Operating Expense. 
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Casino Taxes in Macao, Singapore & Las Vegas

GGR GST CTax Xi ITax Profit

Macao 100 0 39% Xm 0 61-Xm
Sgp Premium 100 6.54 5% Xsp 17% 73.7-.83Xsp
Sgp Mass 100 6.54 15% Xsm 17% 65.9-.8Xsp
Las Vegas 100 0 7.75% Xv 35% 60- .65Xv
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Las Vegas Sands  Financials (2nd Q, 2010)

Revenue 
(million dollars) Share

Macao 1027.3 65%

Singapore 216.4 14%

USA 344.8 22%

Total 1588.5 100%
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Las Vegas Sands  Financials (2nd Q, 2010)

EBITDA 
Margin

Operating 
Income 
Margin

Net Income 
Margin

Macao 30% 22% 22%
Singapore 44% 24% 20%

USA 23% 2% 1.3%

Total 30% 18%
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Advantages Enjoyed by Casinos in Macao


 

Macao Government:


 
Exempts many other taxes such as corporate 
income tax, equipment and facilities import tax, 
etc.


 

Leased land at a very low rate


 
Free dealers training….


 

Central Government of PRC


 
No casino in Mainland China/Hong Kong


 

“Individual Travel Scheme”
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Advantages Enjoyed by Casinos in Macao

Macao is the only city in great China 
where casino gambling is legal. 

The demand for casino gambling in 
China is undersupplied. 


 
MGM paid SJM USD0.2bil. for sub-concession, 
April, 2005



 
Melco PBL paid Wynn USD0.9 bil. Sept.2006



 
MGM gave up casino business in Atlantic City for 
staying in Macao (March, 2010).
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Some conclusive Marks


 

Casino tax from VIP (Premium) revenue in 
Macao is quite high compared to that in 
Singapore. 


 

Overall Tax burden of Macao Casino 
companies are  comparable to that of 
Singapore.


 

Without further competition from neighboring 
cities, Macao government has no need to cut 
casino tax rate.
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